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Your safety is our mission.
An Agency of the European Union

A priority for Europe
Violeta Bulc, Transport Commissioner is the political sponsor of the activity

• Strong policy push to
ensure safe integration
of drones with clear
sense of urgency
• 2019 is first milestone to
establish EU drone
services market
• Urban air transport
central to this vision
Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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UTM programme in Europe is
called “U-Space”

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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Vision
2 key enablers

From accommodation of drone traffic to integration
•

Gradual increase in the level
of connectivity and
automation

Central to the vision
•

•
•

•

•

Urgency to act (shorter
innovation cycles applied)
U-space (what it is, and
what it is not)
Urban air mobility potential
integrated (main change
compared with Drones
Outlook Study)
Securing key European
programmes for RPAS (such
as MALE)

The Master Plan is the official EU roadmap

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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U-Space is …
• A set of new services relying on a high level of digitalisation and
automation of functions and specific procedures designed to support safe,
efficient and secure access to airspace for large numbers of drones.
• An enabling framework to facilitate any kind of routine mission in any
category of airspace, from the inspection of infrastructure or delivery of
goods to more complex future applications such as urban air mobility.

: Airbus
Strengthening the partnership in aviation Source
between
the EU and South Asia
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A priority for Europe
• New set of digital and automated data services
• Safety: dynamic geo-fencing, management of
emergencies & contingencies
• Interface with conventional aviation
• Highly automated vehicles equipped with D&A
and using V2X communication
• Drones like any other IoT device: leveraging
mobile and satellite communication networks
• Security: registration, authentication, Secure
Drone2X communication

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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What could be the services?

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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Rolling out U-space services

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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RPAS – U-Space

R&D to be
completed
in next 5
years

Implementations can be fast-tracked in parallel at local level and for certain types of
operations of lower risk and complexity

Essential to focus efforts on setting the next
generation standards

Need to bring level of collaboration in the industry and with new entrants to a new
level to rise to this challenge

A set of new services & specific procedures designed to support safe,
efficient and secure access to airspace for large numbers of drones.
1 project
U4

Concept of Operations (incl. U-space architecture)

U3

8 projects
Higher level of automation
Aircraft systems
Ground based technology
Datalink
Drone information management
Security & Cyber-resilience

6 demos

U2
4 demos

Roll-out

U1

2018

2017
R&D

U1

Demonstration

Foundation

• e-registration
• e-identification
• geofencing

U2

2019

2020

Roll-out

Initial
•
•
•
•

planning & approval
tracking
airspace dynamic information
procedural interface with ATC

U3

Enhanced
• capacity
management
• assistance for
conflict detection

U4

Full
• integrated interfaces
with manned aviation
• additional new services

U-space exploratory research projects
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U-space projects overview, Oct 2019
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

CORUS has released the U-space Concept of Operations for European drone operations. The CONOPS is the product of 2 years
work by aviation experts, the drone community and a full range of external stakeholders. It is an important milestone as it lays the
foundations for the description of U-space and propose a new definition of European airspace to support the inclusion of drone
operations.
GOF USPACE demonstrated the first SESAR air taxi. In the trial, an air mobility taxi was fully connecEuroDRONE has demonstrated
the first end-to-end U-space demonstration in South East Europe/Mediterranean ted with ATC and two U-space service providers
working in the same geographical area. GOF USPACE also demonstrated the 1st international drone flight with ATC collaboration,
observed in both ATM and UTM;
Region, with long range BVLOS (50+ km)
SAFIR, VUTURA, GOF USPACE and DOMUS have demonstrated multiple U-space service providers (USPs) working together in the
same airspace – a European first. SAFIR, VUTURA and GOF USPACE conducted demonstrations showing that federated,
collaborative and interoperable architectures are achievable in operation. DOMUS used a ecosystem manager to support multiple
USPs. IMPETUS has collected results that show how U-space architectures can be deployed using the micro services paradigm.
DREAMS has shown that existing aeronautical data could be a good basis to be completed to fulfill the U-space operational needs.
They have identified new aeronautical features (e.g. geofencing) and definition of extension of existing features (through AIXM) to
satisfy U-space needs.
DroC2om has conducted world class work on datalink for drones, testing current LTE system capabilities and designing a hybridintegrated cellular-satellite inter-system : The existing cellular systems can support C2 data link communication considering
enhancements necessary enhancements implemented on the drone side, and at moderate complexity.
PODIUM and GEOSAFE have collected a large amount of information on current drone and U-space capabilities of existing drone
platforms.
After two years of investment and R&D there is now a vibrant U-space ecosystem consisting of established players and many new
entrants working together. This follows a strategic goal of the SESAR JU to foster collaboration in order stimulate innovation and
increase opportunites.
Many of the U-space projects have now performed their flight trials. For the first time there is now R&D results that can be gathered
and used to promote real changes to existing ways of operating.
The SESAR JU is now collecting the results and prepare a state of the art report that will be available in March 2020.

U2

U3

Demonstrator

Five large-scale demonstrations at Hans Christian Andersen airport (Odense, Denmark),
The Drones Paris Region cluster (Bretigny, France), Rodez-Aveyron airport (France), and
Groningen Airport Eelde and RPAS Test Centre Marknesse (The Netherlands).
Drone pilots, ATCOs and supervisors have demonstrated U-space solutions for 18
operational scenarios covering multiple VLOS flights, and BVLOS flights. The operational
environments cover CTRs (C and D), TIZ (G), Drone Reserved Zone adjacent to suburban,
Dedicated RPAS Test Centre.
Validation via questionnaires, validation expert observation, and de-briefings.
Key Milestones:
• Demonstration Plan
03-2018
• Denmark Demonstration
03-2019 – 06-2019
• Bretigny Demonstration
03-2019 – 06-2019
• Rodez Demonstration
06-2019
• Netherlands Demonstration
04-2019 – 06-2019
• Demonstrations Report
10-2019
In a few words…
The project demonstrates U1, U2 and limited U3 solutions “hands on” and live in real operational
environments, with the aim of assessing their maturity, and making recommendations for deployment
(in the next 3 to 5 years) regulations and standards.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by ECTL

•

U1

Demonstratio
n

PODIUM

Partners:
Airbus, DSNA, DELAIR, Drones Paris Region,
Integra Aerial Services, Naviair, NLR,
Orange, Unifly

Third Parties
Brétigny: Aeraccess, Aeromapper, CDSI, Cerbair,
Drones-Center, Drone Hive, Dronetix
Technologie SAS, Engie, Flyinstinct, Green
Communication SAS, Hionos, IVA Drones,
Luceor, Pydesign, Skydrone Innovations,
Targetdrone, Synovia, UAVIA SAS, Volons
Eelde: LVNL, RPAS Services, E-Producties,
Wageningen Environmental Research (Alterra),
Dutch Drone Company
Odense: UAS Test Centre of Odense, University
of Southern Denmark (SDU)

•

•

•

Framework
•

H2020

Status
•

•
•

Ongoing project

Start date

1 January 2018

Overall budget
3,119,900 euros
EU Contribution
1,395,649
euros

•End
date
End
date
31December
December
2019
••31
2019
•

CORUS
U4

Concept of Operations

The CORUS (Concept of Operation for EuRopean UTM Systems) project gathers experts
from aviation (manned and drone), research and academia to develop a reference
Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for U-space. The primary focus is on the VLL airspace
and vicinity of airports. Building on the state-of-the-art, CORUS develops an operational
concept enabling safe interaction between all airspace users considering contingencies,
architecture, and societal issues
Key Milestones:
1st CORUS open workshop
Initial U-space CONOPS
2nd CORUS open workshop
Intermediate U-space CONOPS
3rd CORUS open Workshop
Final U-space CONOPS
Dissemination event

Exploration

U3

PROJECT INFORMATION

•

U2

•

Coordinated by

EUROCONTROL
•

Partners

NATS, DLR, UPC, ENAV, UNIFLY,
DFS, DSNA, HEMAV
Framework
•H2020

01-2018
06-2018
06-2018
03-2019
04-2019
07-2019
30-09-2019

In a few words…
A large scale project in touch with the whole drone & ATM communities to develop the Concept of
Operations for U-space. This is critical for the EASA.

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia

Status
•Ongoing project
Start date
•1 September
2017

End date
•30 November
2019
•

Overall budget
2,003,651.25
euros
EU Contribution
•800,000 euros
•
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CORUS SCOPE
 CORUS is initially concerned by VLL
→ = below VFR
→ U-space serving small drones
 CORUS inherits the definition of U-space in services and levels
From Blueprint and Roadmap
 CORUS initially describes a way of working in the reasonable cases
→ then works towards the more difficult situations
 CORUS makes very few assumptions about technology
 CORUS defines an architecture top-down
→ The sibling projects explore the same architecture bottom-up

Strengthening the partnership in aviation between the EU and South Asia
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By March 2020

Thank you for your attention!
https://www.eu-southasia-app.org/

easa.europa.eu/connect

Your safety is our mission.
An Agency of the European Union

Detailed back-up slides on SESAR U-space
projects

AIRPASS
U2

U3

Aircraft systems

This project investigates on-board drone technologies that are required to implement the
U-space concept.
It is about Detect And Avoid (D&A) systems for cooperative and non-cooperative traffic,
auto-pilot systems as well as Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) systems.
Key Milestones:
• Analysis of existing infrastructure and on-board technologies
• Requirements for the on-board system concept defined
• On-board system concept defined
• Gap analysis of on-board system concept technologies
• Evaluation and feasibility analysis executed
• Recommendations finished

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

Advanced Integrated RPAS Avionics Safety Suite

Coordinated by

DLR
Partners

IAI, NLR, Università degli Studi
di Napoly Parthenope, SAAB,
TUB, TsAGI, AVULAR BV

04-2018
11-2018
09-2019
11-2019
01-2020
01-2020

Framework
H2020
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 November
2017
Overall budget
1,264,973.75
euros

In a few words…
AIRPASS develops the concept & requirements for the future on-board technologies (D&A, CNS). This is
relevant for standardisation groups and the EASA.

EU Contribution
986,223.75
euros

End date
29 February 2020

CLASS
U2

U3

Ground based technology

This project aims to validate technologies required for the surveillance of unmanned
aerial systems traffic. The project is about tracking and surveillance. The project validates
a solution to protect airports from any intrusion (cooperative or non-cooperative drones).

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

CLear Air Situation for uaS

Coordinated by

Airbus D&S
Partners

Key Milestones:
• Scenarios and KPI for the UTMS Demonstration defined
01-2018
• Definition of the cooperative and uncooperative surveillance systems 07-2018
• Demonstrator preparation
08-2018 - 10-2018
• Live experimentation
10-2018 – 12-2018
• CLASS Conclusion and Recommendations
03-2019
• Workshop for the definition of performance requirements
03-2019

Unifly, Aveillant, ENAC, NTNU
Framework
H2020

Status
Closed project
Start date
1 June 2017

Overall budget
909,972.50
euros

In a few words…
CLASS develops a solution for tracking & surveillance of cooperative and non-cooperative traffics that are
merged in a single situational awareness system. This is relevant for standardisation groups, the EASA
and any volume of airspace that has to be protected such as airports.

EU Contribution
909,972.50
euros

End date
31 May 2019

CORUS
U2

U3

U4

Concept of Operations

The CORUS (Concept of Operation for EuRopean UTM Systems) project gathers experts
from aviation (manned and drone), research and academia to develop a reference
Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for U-space. The primary focus is on the VLL airspace
and vicinity of airports. Building on the state-of-the-art, CORUS develops an operational
concept enabling safe interaction between all airspace users considering contingencies,
architecture, and societal issues
Key Milestones:
• 1st CORUS open workshop
• Initial U-space CONOPS
• 2nd CORUS open workshop
• Intermediate U-space CONOPS
• 3rd CORUS open Workshop
• Final U-space CONOPS
• Dissemination event

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

Concept of Operations for EuRopean UTM Systems

Coordinated by

EUROCONTROL
Partners

NATS, DLR, UPC, ENAV, UNIFLY,
DFS, DSNA, HEMAV
Framework
H2020

01-2018
06-2018
06-2018
03-2019
04-2019
07-2019
30-09-2019

In a few words…
A large scale project in touch with the whole drone & ATM communities to develop the Concept of
Operations for U-space. This is critical for the EASA.

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 September
2017

Overall budget
2,003,651.25
euros
EU Contribution
800,000 euros

End date
30 November
2019

DIODE
U1

U2

U3

Demonstrator

This Project aims to demonstrate how the provision of a combination of U-Space, U1, U2 and initial U3
services, built on top of D-Flight, will ensure the required level of safety for all airspace users and people
on the ground, while multiple drone operators will conduct drone operations, each one pursuing its own
business or recreational objectives, in all environments (including the urban one), as far as they will
comply with the set of defined rules.
Live demonstrations have taken place in Rieti, a small province, close to Rome, with several different
geographical situations, including rural, mountain and remote territories, industrial, urban and semi-urban.
These demonstrations covered a wide range of operations: precision agriculture; parcel delivery; road
traffic patrolling; professional photography; railway survey; electrical asset survey; archaeologist; airport
infrastructure inspection; search and rescue, interaction with general aviation; and leisure flight.
Key Milestones:
•
Study Plan
•
Trials and Demonstration Campaign
•
Initial Study Report
•
Final Study Report

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

ENAV
Partners
Techno Sky; Leonardo; Telespazio; IDS
Ingegneria Dei Sistemi; e-GEOS; Poste
Italiane; Aiviewgroup; NAIS; EuroUSC

Framework
CEF-SESAR
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2018

February 2019
September 2019
October 2019
March 2020

Overall budget
3.956.885 euros

EU Contribution
1.978.443 euros

In a few words…
Eleven Missions have been included in two different Demonstration providing 2 live sessions each of 6
simultaneous missions with “unmanned” and “manned” flights in the same area.

Demonstration

D-flight Internet Of Drones Environment

End date
31 March 2020

DOMUS
U2

U3

Demonstrator

This project aims to illustrate the full set of U1 and core U2 services, as well the
demonstration of specific U3 services, such as tactical de‐confliction and collaboration
with ATM.
Demonstrations have taken place in two test centres: in Andalucía and Galicia (Spain).
The Trials involve three U‐space service providers interacting with an Ecosystem Manager
and several drone operators that fly drones from different manufacturers.
Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• Trials and Demonstration Campaign
• Initial Study Report
• Final Study Report

02-2019
07-2019 – 09-2019
10-2019
12-2019

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

ENAIRE
Partners
AirMap, Correos, CRIDA, Earth Networks,
Everis Aerospacial y Defensa S.L.U., FADACATED, FuVeX Civil SL, GMV Aerospace &
Defense S.A.U, Indra Sistemas, INECO,
ISDEFE, Pildo Consulting, SOTICOL
Robotics Systems, Vodafone España, SCR

Framework
CEF-SESAR
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2018

Overall budget
3,978,800 euros

In a few words…
This project includes more than two U-space service providers flying up to 5 drones simultaneously in
the same geographical area, advanced detect & avoid (U3) and Vehicle to Infrastructure communication
system. This is important for the EASA.

Demonstration

Demonstration of multiple U-space suppliers

EU Contribution
1,989,400 euros

End date
31 March 2020

DREAMS
U2

U3

Information Management

The project aims at contributing to the definition of the U-space Aeronautical Information
Management operational concept.
Aviation has relied on dependable and readily available information to conduct safe
operations, establishing internationally agreed standards and procedures for its
origination, maintenance and distribution. The new unmanned aviation will also require a
comparable level of information to support the new operational scenarios that are
envisaged, maintaining the same level of integrity and reliability of the information. The
project DREAMS aims to analyze the present and future needs of aeronautical information
to support the growth of unmanned aviation, ensuring the safety of operations.
Key Milestones:
• AIM data and service requirements
06-2018
• Gap analysis results
10-2018
• U-AIM CONOPS
04-2019
• Simulation environment ready
05-2019
• Concept validation
09-2019
In a few words…
The project defines aeronautical information and fills the gap between the existing information used by traditional
manned aviation and the needs of the new unmanned aviation. The project analyzes and validates the
technologies related to information exchange that will make possible the implementation of the future U-space
concept for the management of drones in Europe.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

DRone European AIM Study

Coordinated by

IDS Airnav
Partners

TU Delft, EUROUSC, TOPVIEW
Framework
H2020
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2017

Overall budget
710,435 euros

EU Contribution
710,435 euros

End date
30 September
2019

DroC2om
U2

U3

Datalink

The key objective of the DroC2om project is to contribute to the definition of integrated
cellular-satellite data link specifications for UASs. Major focus is on the design and
evaluation of data links based on experimental radio investigations and system
simulations. The primary goal is to design a cellular-satellite system architecture concept,
which ensures reliable and safe operation for remote controlled, semi-autonomous and
fully autonomous small UAS.
Key Milestones:
• Scenarios and Requirements for C2 link (D2.1)
• Drone radio measurement campaign
(D5.1)
• Evaluation environment for realistic simulations developed (D3.1)
• Architecture for evaluation (D2.2/D4.1)
• Drone radio measurement campaign no. 2 (D5.2)
• Integrated cellular-satellite inter-system design concept defined (D4.2)
• Scenario based evaluation in interactive simulation (D3.3)
• Recommendations on standardisation and architecture

03-2018
03-2018
08-2018
08-2018
12-2018
06-2019
07-2019
08-2019

In a few words…
The project is challenging the use of existing cellular and satellite infrastructure for C2 link, using live
flight trials and simulation evaluation that allow the team to develop requirements for the datalink, and
propose LTE/5G and satellite communication standardization.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

Drone Critical Communications

Coordinated by

Aalborg University
Partners

ATESIO GmbH, Thales Alenia
Space, Nokia Bell Labs.
Framework
H2020
Status
Closed project
Start date
1 September
2017

Overall budget
1,270,542.50
euros
EU Contribution
1,270,542.50
euros

End date
31 August 2019

EuroDRONE
A European UTM testbed for U-space

U3

Demonstrator

This project aims to connect operators, regulators, law enforcement agencies, product
developers and different systems in a unified environment. Specifically, the
demonstration will test U-space functionalities up to U3.
The demonstration takes place in Greece (in the Missolonghi region).
The demonstration is based on a sophisticated self-learning system offering fail-safe
algorithms for conflict prevention/resolution and assets management. A novel
transponder/flight management system is implemented to enable cloud based UTM
functionality in a fully autonomous manner.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• Trials and Demonstration Campaign
• Initial Study Report
• Final Study Report

Framework
CEF-SESAR

03-2019
06-2019 – 09-2019
09-2019
02-2020

Coordinated by

University of Patras
Partners

Aslogic, Crnafield University,
Dronsystems Limited, Hellenic Civil
Aviation Authority, Hellenic Post
S.A., Romanian Post

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2018

Overall budget
2,800,000 euros

In a few words…
This project is focused on urban environment and controlled airspace, advanced detect & avoid
algorithms and operations (U3), V2I and V2V communication systems, 50 + km flights and autonomous
flights. This is important for the EASA.

Demonstration

U2

www.aml.eurodrone.upatras.gr

EU Contribution
1,400,000 euros

End date
31 March 2020

GeoSAFE
U2

U3

Demonstrator

The GEOSAFE project establishes the state-of-the-art geofencing solutions regarding Uspace regulation through a flight test campaign. The flight campaign uses a number of
commercially available drones to test their behavior in different situations, such as in
restricted areas or in urban mobility situations. The result of more than 290 flight tests
with 16 different drones enables the proposal of the definition of the future geofencing
system and improvements of the regulation framework to European Authorities, UAV
operators/manufacturers and cities.
Key Milestones:
• Initial Demo Plan
• Demo plan
• Technical tests
• Functional flight tests
• Demonstration flight tests
• Final demonstration
• Final Study Report

PROJECT INFORMATION

Demonstration

GEOfencing for Safe and Autonomous Flight in Europe

Coordinated by

THALES AVS
Partners

AirMap, Aeromapper, SPH
Engineering, Air Marine,
Atechsys
Framework
H2020

12-2018
02-2019
12-2018 – 05-2019
12-2018 – 05-2019
03-2019 – 06-2019
06-2019 – 09-2019
09-2019

In a few words…
This project develops recommendations for future geo-fencing systems and service definition or
standardization. This is important for the EASA and standardisation bodies as the EUROCAE.

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 July 2018

Overall budget
500,000 euros

EU Contribution
497,402.46
euros

End date
31 December
2019

GOF USPACE
U2

U3

Demonstrator

This project establishes a pre-operational Flight Information Management System (FIMS)
with an architecture capable of integrating existing commercial-off-the-shelf UTM
components.
The demonstrations consider various missions such as International parcel delivery
between Helsinki and Tallinn, 100 km+ forestry and utility inspection in rural areas, dense
urban drone fleet operations with Police intervention, Maritime traffic surveillance
combined with search-and-rescue over Gulf of Finland and manned Drone Taxi flight at
Helsinki-Vantaa airport.
Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• FIMS deployment in Finland and Estonia
• Trials and Live-Demonstrations
• Initial Study Report
• Final Study Report

03-2019
05-2019
06-2019 – 08-2019
09-2019
02-2020

In a few words…
This project is focused on demonstrating collaboration between multiple U-space service providers in urban
environment and controlled airspace, interface with ATC (U3) to enable UTM and ATM integration, dynamic
geofencing, accessibility of common operational awareness, enable joint operations for authority collaboration.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

Demonstration

Finnish-Estonian "Gulf of Finland" very large U-space demonstration

EANS
Partners
Altitude Angel, AirMap, ANS Finland,
Avartek R. Lindberg Ky Kb, Bvdrone Oy,
CAFA Tech OÜ, Estonian Police and Border
Guard Board (PPA), Finnish
Communications Regulatory Authority, The
Finnish Air Rescue Society, Fleetonomy.ai
Oy, FREQUENTIS, Helsinki Police
Department, Hepta Group Airborne OÜ,
Robots Expert Finland Oy, Threod Systems,
Unifly, VideoDrone Finland oy, Volocopter

Framework
CEF-SESAR
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2018

Overall budget
3,270,660 euros
EU Contribution
1,617,098 euros

End date
31 March 2020

IMPETUS
U2

U3

Information Management

IMPETUS researches on the application of the ‘micro-services’ paradigm as a flexible and
cost efficient solution for lifecycle support of the expected high variety of drones and
missions. Moreover, IMPETUS explores how to design a microservice-based architecture
that should be characterized by its scalability to respond to multiple users with diverse
business models, its mechanisms to assure the data quality and integrity, and its flexibility
to facilitate the integration with manned traffic management systems.
IMPETUS initiates the work by identifying the information needs of drone users through
the entire drone operational lifecycle, together with the consistency and performances of
the U-space services to address these information needs. IMPETUS is now replicating
several aspects of the architecture to evaluate some of these challenges.

Key Milestones:
• Drone Information and service needs analysis
• Microservice-based architecture and functional requirements
• Plan for experiments
• IMPETUS solution report

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

CRIDA
Partners

TUDA, INECO, ALTITUDE ANGEL,
JEPPESEN, BOEING R&T-E, C-ASTRAL
Framework
H2020

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2017

07-2018
03-2019
12-2018
02-2020

In a few words…
U-space is a highly complex system of systems and is only going to become more so as research
continues. Consequently, the notion of breaking this down into simpler services provides the flexibility
required for rapid and agile increments of the overall U-space capability.

Exploration

Information Management Portal to Enable the integration of Unmanned Systems

Overall budget
899,160 euros

EU Contribution
899,160 euros

End date
28 February 2020

PercEvite
U2

U3

U4

Aircraft systems

The project develops a sensor, communication, and processing suite for small drones for
autonomously detecting and avoiding “ground-based” obstacles and flying vehicles such
as manned aircraft and other drones.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Key Milestones:
Multi-technology communication package
Static obstacle avoidance trajectory planning
Report on initial vision and communication experiments
• Multi-Antenna context aware communication technology
• Methods for detecting and localizing other air vehicles
• Report on on-board experiments
• Live demonstration of PercEvite CAP
• Final report

Partners

09-2018
03-2019
03-2019
09-2019
03-2020
07-2020
06-2020

Coordinated by

TU Delft
KU Leuven, Parrot
Framework
H2020
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 September
2017

07-2020
Overall budget
899,007.50 euros

In a few words…
The project develops a sensor, communication, and processing suite for small drones. It will enable
detecting and avoiding ground-based obstacles and flying air vehicles without necessitating human
intervention.

Exploration

Sense and avoid technology for small drones

EU Contribution
899,007.50
euros

End date
31 August 2020

PODIUM
U1

U2

U3

Demonstrator

Five large-scale demonstrations at Hans Christian Andersen airport (Odense, Denmark),
The Drones Paris Region cluster (Bretigny, France), Rodez-Aveyron airport (France), and
Groningen Airport Eelde and RPAS Test Centre Marknesse (The Netherlands).
Drone pilots, ATCOs and supervisors have demonstrated U-space solutions for 18
operational scenarios covering multiple VLOS flights, and BVLOS flights. The operational
environments cover CTRs (C and D), TIZ (G), Drone Reserved Zone adjacent to suburban,
Dedicated RPAS Test Centre.
Validation via questionnaires, validation expert observation, and de-briefings.
Key Milestones:
• Demonstration Plan
03-2018
• Denmark Demonstration
03-2019 – 06-2019
• Bretigny Demonstration
03-2019 – 06-2019
• Rodez Demonstration
06-2019
• Netherlands Demonstration
04-2019 – 06-2019
• Demonstrations Report
10-2019
In a few words…
The project demonstrates U1, U2 and limited U3 solutions “hands on” and live in real operational
environments, with the aim of assessing their maturity, and making recommendations for deployment
(in the next 3 to 5 years) regulations and standards.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

Demonstration

Proving Operations of Drones with Initial UTM

EUROCONTROL
Partners
Airbus, DSNA, DELAIR, Drones Paris Region,
Integra Aerial Services, Naviair, NLR,
Orange, Unifly

Third Parties
•

•
•

Brétigny: Aeraccess, Aeromapper, CDSI, Cerbair,
Drones-Center, Drone Hive, Dronetix
Technologie SAS, Engie, Flyinstinct, Green
Communication SAS, Hionos, IVA Drones,
Luceor, Pydesign, Skydrone Innovations,
Targetdrone, Synovia, UAVIA SAS, Volons
Eelde: LVNL, RPAS Services, E-Producties,
Wageningen Environmental Research (Alterra),
Dutch Drone Company
Odense: UAS Test Centre of Odense, University
of Southern Denmark (SDU)

Framework
H2020

Status
Ongoing project

Start date
1 January 2018

Overall budget
3,119,900 euros
EU Contribution
1,395,649
euros

End
date
End
date
31December
December
2019
31
2019

SAFEDRONE
U2

U3

Demonstrator

This project aims to demonstrate how to integrate manned aviation and drones into nonsegregated airspace.
Demonstrations take place at the Test Flight Centre ATLAS that is located in Villacarrillo
(Jaén, Spain).
The objective is to accumulate evidences and experience about the required services and
procedures necessary to operate drones in a safe, efficient and secure way within USpace. The demonstration is about U1 and U2 services, and a limited version of U3
advanced services including automated detect & avoid technologies and multi-drone
operations by a single operator.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Demonstration

Activities on drone integration and demonstration in VLL operations

Coordinated by

INDRA
Partners

CATEC, CRIDA, ENAIRE, INDRA,
IAI, UNIFLY, University of Seville
Framework
H2020
Status
Ongoing project

Key Milestones:
• Demonstration Plan
• Trials and Demonstration Campaign
• Final Study Report

02-2019
11-2019 & 01-2020
04-2020

In a few words…
This project performs operations that demonstrate the possible integration of manned and unmanned
vehicles in the same airspace using U-space services. It considers as well on-board detect & avoid
technologies. This is important for the EASA and standardisation bodies as EUROCAE or GUTMA.

Start date
1 Jun 2018

Overall budget
1,455,768 euros

EU Contribution
1,169,074 euros

End date
31 May 2020

SAFIR
U2

U3

Demonstrator

This project demonstrates a multi Service Providers architecture for various drone
operations, and integration with manned aviation operations.
The demonstration activities are in Belgium at three locations: City of Antwerp, Port of
Antwerp and a DronePort Test Facility in Sint-Truiden.

Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• Tests in DronePort
• Demonstration in DronePort
• Demonstration in Antwerp City
• Initial Study Report
• Final Study Report

03-2019
06-2019
09-2019
09-2019
10-2019
02-2020

PROJECT INFORMATION
Coordinated by

Unifly
Partners
skeyes, Amazon EU S.a.r.l., DronePort,
Proximus, Havenbedrijf Antwerpen NV
van publiek recht (APA), Helicus BVBA,
S.A.B.C.A, ELIA SYSTEM OPERATOR, High
Eye B.V., C-ASTRAL, TEKEVER Il
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS, LDA, Aveillant

Framework
CEF-SESAR
Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2018

Overall budget
3,837,780 euros

In a few words…
This project includes more than two U-space service providers in the same geographical area, is focused
on urban environment, controlled airspace, interface with ATC (U3) and a real-life environment requiring
collaboration of various stakeholders. This is important for the EASA.

Demonstration

Safe and flexible integration of Initial U-space services in a real environment

EU Contribution
1,328,441 euros

End date
31 March 2020

SECOPS
U2

U3

U4

Security & Cyber-resilience

SECOPS' objective is to define an integrated security concept for drone operations in Uspace. Secure drone operations need to be supported by a combination of different
security functions at different levels in the drone end-to-end system, managed by a
dedicated set of procedures and supported by clear regulations. By assessing and
prioritizing potential security risks, the SECOPS Integrated Security Concept will define
requirements and propose potential security controls.
Key Milestones:
• Risk evaluation and mature threat scenarios
• Security gap analysis
• Potential technological solutions evaluated
• Integrated security concept design
• Use cases and demonstrator developed
• Execution of demonstration
• Demonstrator evaluation report

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

An integrated security concept for drone operations

Coordinated by

NLR
Partners

Unifly, Delft Dynamics,
Sensofusion
Framework
H2020

10-2018
12-2018
04-2019
09-2019
05-2019
01-2019 - 06-2019
07-2019

In a few words…
The project investigates various technologies for both airborne and ground elements and combines them
into an integrated security concept for U-space, taking also legal, regulatory and social aspects into
account. This is important for the EASA and standardisation bodies such as GUTMA or the EUROCAE.

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2017

Overall budget
909,293.75
euros
EU Contribution
909,293.75
euros

End date
31 December 2019

TERRA
U2

U3

Ground based technology

TERRA is focused on the performance requirements for ground systems associated with
the U-space services, and identifies the technologies (existing and new) which could meet
these requirements.
The project aims to leverage existing state-of-the-art and potential new technologies, to
develop elements of a ground-based U-space architecture that will accommodate a large
base of drones in a mixed mode (manned and unmanned) environment.
Key Milestones:
• Initial collection of UAS ground systems requirements
• Summary of ground-based technologies requirements
• Gap Analysis of existing and proposed technologies
• Architecture & Integration of Systems Description
• Simulation environment developed
• Simulation results
• Recommended ground-based technologies architecture for U-space

PROJECT INFORMATION

Exploration

Technological European Research for RPAS in ATM

Coordinated by

INECO
Partners

LEONARDO, NLR, CRIDA, CASTRAL, CHPR BV
Framework
H2020

06-2018
03-2019
04-2019
10-2019
10-2019
12-2019
01-2020

In a few words…
This project is focused on ground systems and touches various topics such navigation systems, positioning
and timing, tracking, monitoring, mission planning, collaborative interface with ATC and with manned
aviation. This is important for standardisation bodies as GUTMA or the EUROCAE.

Status
Ongoing project
Start date
1 October 2017

End date
29 February
2020

Overall budget
937,000 euros

EU Contribution
937,000 euros

•
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USIS
U2

Demonstrator

The project aims to demonstrate U2 services with a special focus on E-identification and
registration, Surveillance and tracking, Scheduling, and dynamic Airspace Management
(including generation and management of no-fly/restricted zones)
The main demonstration objective is to show the services are capable to support all
BVLOS operations, all EASA’s categories of drones, and all density of population
environment.
The demonstration activities take place in France and Hungary.
Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• Demonstration (France/Hungary)
• Study Report

PROJECT INFORMATION

Demonstration

U-Space Initial Services

Coordinated by

THALES
Partners

DSNA, HungaroControl, DFS,
Altametris, Unifly, ENAC
Framework
H2020
Status
Ongoing project

02-2019
06-2019 – 10-2019
10-2019

Start date
1 January 2018

Overall budget
1,779,323 euros

In a few words…
This project set-up U2 services following two different national regulations demonstrating the capacity of
U-space services to cope with various environment including regulatory. The services support today
operations (France) and tomorrow operations – e.g. BVLOS (Hungary).

EU Contribution
1,308,671
euros

End date
30 November
2019

VUTURA
U2

U3

Demonstrator

This project aims to show how a common U-space framework with U1 and U2 services
can enable multiple U-space service providers and multiple operators to execute
commercially feasible B-VLOS operations. The demonstration will showcase these
operations in a rural, urban and smart city environment. Each of the scenarios involve
two service providers that have to coordinate their services and demonstrate many
realistic elements.
The demonstration is performed at different locations in The Netherlands (Delft, near
Rotterdam, near Enschede)

PROJECT INFORMATION

Key Milestones:
• Study Plan
• Trials and Demonstration Campaign
• Initial Study Report
• Final Study Report

Status
Ongoing project

03-2019
06-2019 – 09-2019
10-2019
02-2020

Coordinated by

NLR
Partners

TU Delft, Gemeente Enschede,
UAVInternational B.V., AirHub
B.V., LVNL, Unifly, AirMap,
Unisphere, Robor Electronics B.V.
Framework
CEF-SESAR

Start date
1 October 2018

Overall budget
2,177,889 euros

In a few words…
This project includes more than two U-space service providers in the same geographical area, urban and
rural environment, controlled airspace, interface with ATC and mixed traffic (manned/unmanned and
equipped/less equipped drones). This is important for the EASA.

Demonstration

Validation of U-space by tests in urban and rural areas

EU Contribution
1,088,949 euros

End date
31 March 2020

